Mixtures of water and poly(vinyl alcohol) (0-96%) have been investigated using molecular dynamics simulations with an atomistically detailed force field. The concentration and temperature (300 and 375K) dependence of a number of dynamical processes has been studied: Water diffusion including its mechanism, water reorientation and its anisotropy, formation and destruction of hydrogen bonds, water clustering, dielectric properties, local mobility of the poly- 
Introduction
During the last few years, molecular simulation and, especially, molecular dynamics (MD) 1 , has provided important insight into dynamic processes in polymer-penetrant systems. It was particularly successful in gas permeation (for reviews, see refs. [2] [3] [4] . Very recently, MD simulations have been extended to cover also polymer-solvent mixtures and solvent-swollen polymers:
These investigations involved apolar systems (mixtures of benzene and polystyrene (PS)), [5] [6] semipolar systems (water/ethanol and poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)) 7 and hydrogen-bonded systems, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] among them water and/or ethanol solutions of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA). A number of interesting structural and dynamical features have been discovered in these simulations already. In particular, the apolar system benzene-PS is well understood in its microscopic structure, its solvent dynamics (translational and rotational diffusion) 5 and also its polymer dynamics. 6 It is the purpose of the present contribution to present an investigation of similar detail of a prototypical hydrogen-bonded system in order to understand which features are altered and which ones are generic to solvent-swollen polymers. PVA was chosen because of its technological importance. It is used for the active separation layers of pervaporation membranes that remove small concentrations of water from organic solvents. This is due to the fact that it mixes easily with water, but does not mix with most organic compounds including hydrophilic solvents such as ethanol or acetic acid. Under conditions of operation, a pervaporation membrane is, on the feed side, immersed in solvent and, on the downstream side, in contact with a vacuum. Hence, it is presumably highly swollen on the solvent side and nearly "dry" on the other. At some concentration between the completely swollen and the completely unswollen states separation is expected to take place. A second major use of PVA is packaging. In a dry state, it provides an excellent barrier to gases and is used in packaging when the exclusion of, say, air is important.
However, exposure to humidity renders PVA useless as a barrier material: Its permeability with respect to oxygen, for example, increases by 3 orders of magnitude upon moving the PVA film from dry air (0% relative humidity) to humid air (100% relative humidity). 13 This is believed to be due to partial swelling and plasticisation of the polymer by water. The interplay between solvent diffusion, swelling and the change of the glass transition temperature in ethylene-vinyl alcohol copolymers has also been discussed. 14 This contribution studies the behaviour of water-PVA mixtures at concentrations ranging from pure water (no PVA) up to 96% PVA, and at 2 temperatures, room temperature (300K) where measurements are often made and near the boiling point of water (375K) where pervaporation membranes are operated. Some details of the water-PVA system, such as hydrogen-bonding structure and dynamics, have been investigated previously by MD using different models. 11, 12 However, their primary aim was to compare different hydrogel-forming polymers and temperatures, whereas here the concentration dependence of various properties is the main focus of this work. Their typical sampling times were of the order of 50ps (here: 2-16ns) so that only very fast dynamical processes could be studied with sufficient accuracy. Moreover, neither water association nor polymer dynamics were investigated. Nonetheless, comparison with their results should be interesting. The calculated water diffusion coefficients from our work have been published in a short note. 
Computational Details
Details of the system and simulation conditions are given in ref. 9 ; the force field is described in refs. 8 and 15. Here, we only summarise what is necessary for understanding the remainder of this article. The system consists of a single atactic chain of PVA (400 monomers) and the appropriate number of water molecules (simple point charge water SPC) under orthorhombic periodic boundary conditions ( Table 1 ). The PVA chain is long enough to cross the parent simulation cell several times and, therefore, interacts with its own periodic images. The systems were simulated at constant temperature (T=300 or 375K) and pressure (P=0.1013MPa) using the weak-coupling method with coupling times of 0.2ps (T) and 5.0ps (P), respectively. The three Cartesian box lengths were coupled individually to the diagonal elements of the pressure tensor P xx , P yy and P zz . A time step of 2fs was used with bond constraints, configurations were sampled every 1ps. The long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated by the reactionfield method, 16 the reaction-field dielectric constant ε RF was taken as the appropriately weighted mean of those of pure water and pure PVA.
Results and Discussion

Translational diffusion of water
The water diffusion coefficients D determined from the centre-of-mass mean-square fluctuation of individual water molecules have been discussed in detail in ref. 9 and are given in Table 2 only for the sake of completeness (they have also been included in Figure 11 which is discussed below). At both temperatures and all except the highest polymer volume fraction Φ, they follow the Mackie-Meares law (, where D 0 is the diffusion coefficient of
pure water at the same temperature 17 ). The Mackie-Meares model also describes well the existing experimental measurements where available (Φ<0.2). 18 However, for Φ→1, D does not go to zero as suggested by the Mackie-Meares model but to a finite value which, however, is un- water diffusion mechanism depends on the composition of the system. At low Φ, the diffusion is best described as "liquid-like diffusion around polymeric obstacles". At high Φ, one approaches the limit of isolated water molecules dissolved in the polymer and the water trajectory is no longer random but becomes localised. This resembles the diffusion mechanism of gas molecules at low concentration in a polymer matrix: A free-volume-driven hopping mechanism ("Red-Sea" mechanism) which is well established from simulations. 2, 3, [21] [22] [23] In order to clarify the nature of the mechanism, we have calculated van Hove space-time correlation functions G s (R, t) and G d (R, t) (for the definition, see e.g. refs. [24] [25] [26] . The van Hove functions represent the probability that, given a particle at the origin at t=0, it or another particle is found at a distance R at some time t later. For G s (R, t), it is the same particle ("self correlation function"); for
, it is a different particle ("distinct correlation function"). G d (R,0) is identical to the radial distribution function (RDF). Both functions are normalised by the density expected for a uniform distribution of molecules, which is the usual normalisation of the RDF. This normalisation is appropriate for the distinct part and we plot G d (R,0) without any massaging. However, this normalisation does not represent the interpretation of G s (R, t) given above (probability that the same particle has travelled a distance R in a time t). For this, G s (R, t) has to be multiplied by 4πR 2 , which is done in Figure 1 .
For comparison, Figures 1a and 2a show the van Hove functions of pure water as a typical example of a diffusive system. The self correlation function is a Gaussian multiplied by R 2 at all times shown. In the distinct correlation function, the first peak of the RDF quickly disappears, the gap between 0 and 0.25nm of the RDF is rapidly filled in (0.4 and 1.2ps curves). At 4ps the distribution is uniform.
Much of the diffusive nature is retained in the PVA-water system with the lowest polymer concentration (Φ=0.602) at the higher temperature (375K) (Figures 1b and 2b) . However, signs of discrete molecular jumps are beginning to emerge. In the self correlation function (Figure 1b ), one observes a shoulder at 0.25-0.35nm in the 10 and 20ps curves. This is the distance of the first peak in the RDF (Figure 2b ) which is an indication that the central water molecule has a preference for taking the place of one of its first neighbours after this time. The reverse is found in the distinct part (Figure 2b) . The short-range gap is filled in diffusively (1ps) and approaches a uniform density at long times (1000ps) like in pure water. However, at intermediate times (10 and 100ps) there is a broad peak at zero, evidence for the space left by the central water molecule being transiently occupied by one of its former neighbours until that one finally diffuses away, too.
The hopping becomes more evident at low water concentration (Φ=0.960, Figures 1c and 2c ).
(Note that because of the small number of molecules, the statistics is much worse than at Φ=0.602.) Although at this concentration diffusion is so slow that few central water molecules have left their initial positions even after 1000ps, there is some structure in the self correlation function (Figure 1c ) at the region of the first and also second peak of the RDF. The distinct correlation function (Figure 2c ) highlights the hopping motion (first solvation shell to origin): The peak at zero, although still building up at 1000ps, is so large that this G d (R,0) had to be plotted on a logarithmic scale. The rarity of the hopping event, on the other hand, is indicated by the fact that much of the original RDF is still present after 1000ps. This is to be taken as a sign that diffusion has not yet started. Mean-square displacement curves of these high-Φ systems, although very noisy, show some evidence for anomalous diffusion 9 .
A similar, if smaller, change in the diffusion mechanism (less liquid-like motion, more hopping)
can be triggered by dropping the temperature from 375K to 300K (Figures 1d and 2d ). The self correlation shows remains of the water in its original position even at 1000ps, overlaid with diffusive motion (Figure 1d ). The distinct correlation ( Figure 2d ) shows a much larger peak at the origin than the curve at the same concentration but higher temperature ( Figure 2b ) indicating a more important role of hopping. The "temperature-concentration superposition" for the diffusion mechanism had already been surmised after visual inspection of water trajectories 9 . It is, thus, confirmed by the more quantitative analysis given by the van Hove functions.
Solvent reorientation
The water molecule has three axes of reorientation ( Figure 3 ). In order to calculate reorientational correlation times, we follow the procedure already used for the reorientation of benzene. 6 We define a unit vector u parallel to one of the axes and calculate its autocorrelation function which describes by which angle ϕ, on average, u has rotated during the time t. Hence, a particular label refers to the reorientation of the corresponding axis, not rotation around this axis. The time integral of the correlation function yields the corresponding
We evaluate the integral in (Eq. 1) by fitting with a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) stretched-exponential function whose time integral is analytical. The correlation times obtained in this way are listed in Table 2 . Curves for τ || at 50wt.% polymer were also reported by Tamai et al. 12 The larger of their estimates for 300K (8-31ps) and 375K (2-6ps) are comparable to our values at Φ=0.602 (68 and 6.8ps, respectively).
The water reorientation is anisotropic (τ || , τ HH and τ ⊥ are different) and the anisotropy depends on the polymer volume fraction Φ ( Table 2. ). At both temperatures, all reorientations are slowed down as Φ increases. However, the dipole vector is affected to a much larger extent than the two other vectors, τ || increasing by 3-4 orders of magnitude towards the highest Φ, whereas the increase for τ HH and τ ⊥ is limited to 1-2 orders of magnitude. Figure 4 shows the development of the anisotropy as a function of Φ: the ratio of τ HH and τ ⊥ is almost constant and close to one, in spite of both reorientation times increasing. In contrast, the ratio of τ || and τ HH (τ || /τ ⊥ looks very similar) shows a larger than exponential increase. These features are independent of the temperature. The in-place reorientation of a water molecule carries an energy penalty if the dipole direction is changed and if at the same time its surroundings remain fixed. Hence, such a reorientation requires a simultaneous change in the solvent cage (or polymer cavity) which gets progressively slower as the polymer content increases. On the other hand, a water molecule rotating in place by 180° around the dipole axis arrives at a symmetrically and energetically equivalent conformation without requiring a change in the surroundings. Therefore, the effect of the polymer is felt less. The fact that τ HH /τ ⊥ is close to unity and, in particular, approaches unity more closely with Φ increasing, is easily understood: When τ || becomes much larger than both τ HH and τ ⊥ , the dipole axis becomes essentially fixed on the time scale of τ HH and τ ⊥ .
Therefore, only a single rotational mode remains, which is the rotation of the H atoms around the dipole axis, and τ HH and τ ⊥ have to be the same. These observations are in keeping with recent results of solid-state NMR spectroscopy on water (~1wt.%) in a cellulose-PVA blend. 27 This study concluded, that there is a fraction of water that undergoes anisotropic flips around the dipole axis even at temperatures as low as 190K. The transition rate is quoted as "exceeding 10 7 s -1 ", which corresponds to correlation times <100ns. In contrast, isotropic mobility of wa-
ter (which includes reorientation of the dipole vector) freezes below approximately 250K.
The phenomenon of rotational anisotropy increasing with polymer content has previously been observed for benzene molecules in polystyrene 5, 6 . There, the effect was even more pronounced.
In the presence of polystyrene, the tumbling mode of benzene is slowed down by several orders of magnitude, because for such a rotation to take place the polymer has to move out of the way.
On the other hand, because benzene is essentially a flat circular disk, little extra free volume is needed to allow the molecule a spinning ("frisbee") motion and the correlation time for this motion is almost unaffected by the polymer concentration. These findings were recently fully confirmed by NMR measurements 28 . Moreover, because of its high symmetry benzene only has to spin by 60° in order to achieve a symmetrically equivalent position which is more likely than a 180° reorientation necessary in the water case.
For the benzene-polystyrene system it has been found 5, 6 that the correlation time for the tumbling motion showed the same dependence on the polymer volume fraction Φ as the translational diffusion coefficient, hinting that a similar redistribution of free volume might be necessary for a benzene molecule to diffuse or to tumble. In order to establish whether this holds for water in PVA, too, Figure 5 shows the normalised reorientation times plotted against the (inverse) normalised water diffusion coefficient; τ HH is not shown because it is very similar to τ ⊥ . Normalisation is by the same transport quantity of pure water at the same temperature. We find that for 
The KWW fit of the reorientational correlation function also yields the exponent β. Since we regard β mainly as a fit parameter, we do not want to overinterprete it here. However, it is generally accepted that the value of β is some measure for the deviation of the molecular reorientation from the Debye model of rotational diffusion, which is characterised by an exponential decay of the correlation function (β=1). 24 The β values are shown in Figure 6 . It is worth noting that at no point Debye rotational diffusion is observed. For pure water, all rotational modes at both temperatures have β~0.8. The non-exponentiality increases with polymer content for all reorientational modes; this has also been observed for the reorientation of benzene in polystyrene 5, 6 . We observe that the decrease of β is almost linear in Φ for all cases. It is not clear if there is a deeper physical reason for the linearity or if it is allowed to extrapolate β linearly to Φ=1 (trace concentration of water in PVA). The dependence of β on Φ is strongest for the reorientation of the dipole vector (β || ) which is the reorientation mode most affected by the presence of polymer (see above). The dependence of β ⊥ and β HH on the polymer concentration weakens with rising temperature.
Hydrogen-bond structure and dynamics
The The viewpoint of a water molecule is shown in Figure 8 . With increasing polymer content, the total number of hydrogen bonds per water molecules increases. From the simulations, however, it is not clear whether the increase is monotonic throughout or whether there is a maximum around Φ=0.8-0.9. The increase is a result of a strong increase of hydrogen bonds to poly(vinyl alcohol) which overcompensates a loss in water-water hydrogen bonding. Hence, the individual water molecule is better connected in PVA than it is in liquid water which leads to an energetic driving force also for the water molecule to dissolve in PVA. As expected, there are fewer hydrogen bonds at 375K than at 300K.
The dynamics of hydrogen bonds can be characterised in several ways. It is common to report mean life times (from formation of the hydrogen bond to first failure; this ignores the reformation of bonds that have been broken) or its integral. In census, the first corresponds to the mean life expectancy of a newborn, while the latter is the average age of the population. These will, in general, be different. We have experimented with both quantities and have found that they are not very useful in our analysis because the averages are dominated by a large fraction of very short-lived hydrogen bonds, so that the average life times are all around 1ps (which is the time resolution of our trajectories). Similar life times were reported by Tamai et al. 12 Since in our restrained system, there is a substantial likelihood for the reformation of hydrogen bonds after they have been disrupted, we have to account for this fact as well, in order to get a feeling for the change in hydrogen bond dynamics. For each hydrogen bond that ever occurs during the simulation, we define a state function h(t) that takes the value 1 if, according to above geometric criteria, the hydrogen bond exists at time t, and the value 0 otherwise. We then calculate the normalised autocorrelation function of h(t).
where . The hydrogen bond correlation time τ HB is obtained by integrating C HB (t) in the same way as for the molecular reorientation (Eq. 1 in Section 3.2). An example of C HB (t) is shown in Figure 9 . It is evident that with increasing polymer volume fraction Φ, the hydrogen bond dynamics slows down. The logarithmic representation also shows that the relaxation of hydrogen bonds is non-exponential at all compositions.
The hydrogen bond correlation times are summarised in Figure 10 . One notes a slowing down of all hydrogen-bond dynamics with increasing polymer volume fraction Φ indicated by the increase of the τ HB . The one exception is the PVA-to-PVA hydrogen bonds at 300K (upper panel in Figure 10 ); the excessively large correlation time at Φ=0.602 is due to a fitting problem. The values of Tamai et al. 12 for water-water hydrogen bonds (11-40ps at 300K and 50% water) and PVA-water (29-51ps) are similar to ours; however, their values for PVA-PVA hydrogen bonds higher Φ, they remain within one order of magnitude of each other. This is no surprise, since the water mobility ultimately influences all of them. Note that at high Φ the water-water hydrogen bonds persist longer than both the water-to-PVA (water is the H donor) and PVA-to-water (water is the H acceptor) hydrogen bonds.
The hydrogen bonds involving water are a measure of the water mobility. Their dynamics is local and probes short time and length scales. This is in contrast to the water diffusion coefficient which probes much larger time and length scales, particularly for a large polymer content. 6, 9 It is, therefore, interesting to see how the concentration dependence of τ HB (water-water) differs from that of the water tracer diffusion coefficient D. Both quantities, normalised by the corresponding values for pure water are shown in Figure 11 . They both follow the same general trend. However, the hydrogen-bond dynamics time is initially slowed to a lesser extent than the diffusion. At a certain polymer volume fraction, the trend is reversed and the hydrogen-bond dynamics is affected more by the polymer than the diffusion. At 375K, for instance, this crossover takes place at around Φ=0.85. Both quantities seem to follow the general trend of the Mackie-Meares law (see Section 3.1 and ref. 17) . However, the hydrogen-bond correlation times display a wider deviation from the Mackie-Meares curve than the diffusion coefficients.
Water-clustering
It is interesting to find out if and how water molecules dispersed in poly(vinyl alcohol) are isolated from each other by the polymer matrix or if they have a tendency to aggregate into clusters or small droplets. We define a water cluster by defining its membership: A water molecule is member of a cluster if the distance of its centre of mass from that of any other member of the cluster is 0.37nm or less. The criterion of 0.37nm was chosen because this value is just large enough to yield one single cluster for our model of pure liquid water at 375K, i.e. the whole liquid phase forms one aggregate. In this way, bulk water is the standard with which clustering is compared.
The number of water clusters is 1 for Φ=0 (pure water) and increases with Φ, since the presence of polymer leads to the separation of water molecules from each other. It passes through a max- (Figure 12 ). For Φ=0, it is 1/N mol ≈0 (finite size effect!), since pure water forms one single cluster. In the limit of Φ=1, it approaches 1. These limits are visible at both temperatures.
We also compare, how the water clustering is enhanced by the presence of the polymer. To this end, we constructed a simple lattice model: "molecules" were randomly placed onto a cubic lattice (80x80x80 grid points with cubic periodic boundary conditions; at this grid size there were no finite-size effects in the region shown; a cubic grid has the connectivity 6 which is reasonably close to the coordination number ~5.5 in liquid water) until the desired volume fraction, which corresponds to the water volume fraction, i.e. 1-Φ. Then N clust,rel was calculated. This process was repeated 100 times and the average of N clust,rel was calculated which is shown in Figure 12 ;
the standard error of the average is smaller than the line thickness. The N clust,rel obtained by this recipe is the uppermost of the three curves in Figure 12 . Since the generation of the water configurations was completely unbiased, this corresponds to the N clust,rel for a completely random arrangement of water molecules. It is evident that, in the atomistic water-PVA system, there are fewer water clusters than is to be expected for a random distribution of molecules. With a small modification of the lattice model, it is possible to account qualitatively and phenomenologically for this fact: In the construction of the water configuration, we introduced a bias p, so that it is p times more probable to place a new molecule next to an already occupied lattice position than onto an isolated lattice point. Experimentation with the value of p showed that p=4 describes well the number of clusters for Φ<0.9, while a smaller bias (p~2.5) seems appropriate above Φ=0.9. One should keep in mind that the free-energy difference associated with these biases is small (0.
9-1.4 k B T).
Although our lattice model is able to describe the reduction in the number of water clusters as an effect of an increased tendency of water molecules to cling together, it does not explain how this mutual affection of water molecules is brought about by the polymer. This could be done quantitatively for the lattice model by explicitly introducing polymer chains into the system, which is beyond the scope of the present investigation. The explanation, however, is simple and lies in the connectivity of the polymer. It is the individual monomer which is not randomly surrounded by solvent and other monomers. Two of its neighbours have to be other monomers.
Only the remaining coordination sites can be occupied stochastically. Since, in this way, the monomer excludes some water from its first coordination shell, the water is forced to have increased contact with other water molecules. This is clearly seen also in Figure 13 which shows the number of water neighbours of any water molecule calculated as the integral over the radial distribution function from zero to the appropriate distance (minimum after the first and second solvation shell, respectively). For both solvation shells, the number of water molecules observed decreases with Φ. On the other hand, in a hypothetical system, in which the water density is reduced but in which the distribution of water molecules is completely random, the number of neighbours should behave like the water density, i.e. like (1-Φ). We, therefore, show also the weighted number of neighbours [neighbours/(1-Φ)] in Figure 13 . If the system behaved like the hypothetical random distribution, these would be constants at ~5.5 and 20 (first and second shell, respectively). The fact that the weighted number of neighbours increases with Φ is another manifestation of the polymer inducing water-water contacts. The decrease at high Φ for the second solvation shell is a finite-size effect: There are not sufficient water molecules in the small high-Φ systems to make up second solvation shells. Similar observations were made for benzene in polystyrene. 6 The clusters are not static objects but undergo changes in size. There are several mechanisms, by which clusters can grow or shrink, appear or disappear: (i) a cluster can pick up additional molecules or lose some of its molecules, (ii) two or more small clusters can combine into a large cluster or a large cluster can break up into smaller ones, (iii) isolated molecules can assemble into a cluster or a cluster can disassemble into individual molecules. These processes can be followed if we define an identity for every cluster and consider isolated molecules as clusters of size 1. Changes of identity in above processes can be defined in many ways. We use the following convention: (i) If two clusters merge, the larger of them passes its identity to the resulting cluster and the smaller one ceases to exist (the commercial analogue is a take-over, rather than, a merger between companies).
(ii) If a cluster breaks up into fragments, the largest fragment inherits the identity of the parent cluster, the other fragments assume identities of their own (like the title in hereditary nobility). The details of our investigations of the cluster dynamics will be presented elsewhere. Here, we only want to illustrate with a few examples how diverse the fates of clusters can be ( Figure 14) . Cluster (a) is formed, fluctuates around a size of 20 for 200ps, slowly loses members and disappears. Cluster (b) initially behaves similarly but disappears abruptly; it is actually taken over by a larger cluster. Cluster (c) appears and rapidly grows to a maximum size of 27 before dissolving equally rapidly. Its existence lasts only 15ps. Cluster (d) is the opposite. It exists for 350ps with size fluctuations few and far between. This cluster is surrounded by polymer and effectively isolated. These four examples illustrate that the dynamics of cluster lives is diverse and cannot be understood in terms of one single mechanism.
Polymer dynamics
With the system size and the simulation time used, only the local mobility of the polymer can be investigated. A simple measure of monomer mobility is the positional mean-square fluctuation of the monomers
We use the fluctuations of the carbon atoms carrying the OH groups. The MSF is a time-dependent quantity (not indicated by Eq. 4, for clarity): For a diffusive system such as a swollen polymer, its value increases with the time interval over which it is calculated. The MSF curves for all water-PVA mixtures are shown in Figure 15 . It is evident that the monomer mobility generally decreases with the polymer content, which illustrates the plasticising effect of the solvent.
The only exception are the curves for Φ=0.752 and Φ=0.858 at 300K. This is attributed to insufficient sampling. It is also clear that, on a nanosecond time scale, only the samples with the highest water concentration show appreciable monomer diffusion which is still in the anomalous regime, however. Similar observations were made for polystyrene-benzene mixtures6.
We have also determined the reorientation of bond vectors of PVA. This is done using a formalism similar to that used for the water reorientation (Section 3.2), except that unit vectors (cf.
Eq.1) are now taken parallel to bonds. For 375K, the correlation times of CC bonds and CH bonds are shown in Figure 16 . We did not find a significant difference between methylene and methine CH reorientations and, hence, only report their average. For both types of bonds, we find an exponential increase of the correlation time with Φ, the CC reorientation being always a factor of about 4 slower than the CH reorientation. Such bond reorientations have also been analysed using nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy for a solution of 15wt.% PVA (MW=50000) in water 29 . This concentration is below the range studied here. Using the exponential concentration dependence found in Figure 16 to extrapolate to 15% PVA, we obtain rough estimates of τ CH and τ CC of around 120ps and 470ps, respectively. These have to be compared to NMR-derived correlation times which, however, depend on the particular model
assumptions about molecular motion used in the analysis. Petit and Zhu 29 report the results from fits to three models. At a temperature of 87 o C (360K), the closest to our simulation at 375K, all models yield a fast relaxation time of 60ps, usually attributed to local conformational jumps.
Those model that have a second relaxation time, find it at 450-680ps which is of the same order as our τ CC . Our bond-orientation correlation functions, however, do not show a separation into two or more different time scales but are well fitted by a single KWW function.
Transition rates of backbone dihedral angles can also be used to characterise the polymer dynamics. We have estimated them by counting transitions between trans and gauche conformations for the PVA backbone. However, the simulations did not allow us to extract meaningful trends for the rates because they are very unevenly distributed: Most dihedral angles do not un- Figure 10 ). This indicates these hydrogen bonds are disrupted and reformed many times. On the other hand, the time scales of OH dihedral angle flips and the lifetime of hydrogen bonds to water appear to be of similar magnitude, although the hydrogen bonds dynamics shows a stronger dependence on Φ than the OH flips.
Dielectric properties
The static dielectric constant ε of the water-poly(vinyl alcohol) mixtures was calculated from the mean-square fluctuations of the total dipole moment M of the simulation cell of volume V , (Eq. 5)
where ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity, ε RF the reaction field dielectric constant used in the evaluation of the forces (Section 2), and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The dielectric constant is shown in Figure 18 . It decreases almost linearly with the polymer volume fraction Φ. In order
, the fluctuation of the total dipole moment can be decomposed into (Eq. 6)
We have calculated the dielectric constants arising from the first two terms (ε W and ε P ) separately and have estimated the contribution from correlation between water and polymer dipoles (the covariance term) as . In Figure 18 , the water contribution is seen to drop with the water content for both temperatures, while the PVA contribution is almost constant (~4.3 at 300K and ~6.9 at 375K). The contribution from the correlation is also decreasing with increasing polymer content, even becoming negative at high Φ.
Conclusions
From the discussion it is evident that there are many different time scales present in a swollen polymer, depending on which microscopic property or process is being used as a probe. Moreover, the processes can show very a different dependence on water concentration. The characteristic times for molecular motions discussed in this article are summarised in Table 3 . The times found range between picosecond dynamics (first rupture of hydrogen bonds) to milliseconds (intra-polymer hydrogen correlation that allows for reformation). It has to be kept in mind, though, that because of the length of the simulation times (Table 1 ) all characteristic times of more than a few nanoseconds are based on extrapolation and are the more uncertain the longer they are.
Most characteristic times depend on the concentration, at least to some extent. For all concentration-dependent processes, it is found that their characteristic times increase with the polymer content which is as expected. Processes that show a weak concentration dependence or none at all are can be understood by recalling that they either require only a small rearrangement of free volume (water rotation around the dipole axis) or that they are determined by subpicosecond dynamics (first failure of hydrogen bonds: molecular libration) or local features of the potential energy surface (reorientation of OH groups: barrier to dihedral angle flip).
Similar probes also yield similar characteristic times: For instance, the displacement of a water molecule is described by the diffusion coefficient, the correlation time for hydrogen bonds involving water and the time at which the van Hove correlation functions show the water jump motion. All these processes have essentially the same time range (a few picoseconds to a few
hundred picoseconds depending on concentration).
The static microscopic structure of water-poly(vinyl alcohol) systems can be understood largely in terms of a simple concept of hydrogen bond. The solvation is driven by hydrogen bonds between solvent and polymer, since both components increase their amount of hydrogen bonding:
A water molecule increases its number of hydrogen bonds by about 10% upon passing from an aqueous environment into PVA, whereas a polymeric OH group increases the number of hydrogen bonds by about 20%. These numbers depend on how exactly a hydrogen bond is defined, but the general tendency should be independent of that. In an earlier article, it was shown that the non-miscibility of PVA with ethanol is due to the smaller number of solute-solvent hydrogen bonds compared to water8, which complements the present results. Another important finding is the fact that the polymer induces water clustering. The reason for this, however, lies in the chain topology of the polymer.
Throughout the discussion, many references have been made to our earlier work on mixtures of benzene and polystyrene 5, 6 , pointing out similarities between the two systems. Although, quantitatively, the two systems have different properties, they share many qualitative features: the water clusters / water molecules 300 K 375 K random, p=1 random, p=2.5 random, p=4 
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